Kultivo Enterprise
Looking for ways to optimise internal talent management? Kultivo offers
unique and flexible opportunities for your team. Give them the freedom
to decide what courses they want to follow and ensure a more relevant
and exciting learning experience.

For employees:

What is Kultivo?
Kultivo is a platform where professionals find
one-session courses on up-to-date topics right in
Brussels. Trainings are conducted in a workshop
manner, allowing interactivity and personal
approach.

-

Short relevant courses
Small groups
Quality networking opportunities

For employers:
-

Easy management
No fuss administration
Flexible training opportunities

One credit = 25€ = less frustration for all
Here at Kultivo we use credits as our universal currency. By using credits we allow easier
transactions and cleaner interface as well as straightforward calculations and distribution for
your team.

Innovative learning approach
We provide an easy and fuss-free talent
development tool. All you have to do is buy a
number of credits and let your employee
decide what to learn

Relevant and efficient courses
All courses are suited to the needs of the
market and address current trends. Courses
take place in small groups, ensuring
interaction, personal approach and
networking opportunities

Centralised administration
As the only intermediary between you and the
training provider, we
manage and coordinate all the paperwork for
your maximum comfort

Who are our experts? At Kultivo we believe that only people with a hands-on field
experience can suggest a truly relevant and adapted to world realities course. Our
experts are renowned specialists and experienced professionals with unique
knowledge to share (entrepreneurs, CEOs, managers, etc.)
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Sounds good?
Check out our pricing and let us know what payment method you prefer
10 credits

250€ + tax

Bank transfer/ Credit Card

Support by e-mail/phone

25 + 2 = 27 credits

625€ + tax

Bank transfer/ Credit Card

Support by e-mail/phone

50 + 6 = 56 credits

1250€ + tax

Bank transfer/ Credit Card

Support by e-mail/phone

P.S. We apply a regressive payment scheme

Reach us at hello@kultivo.com

Let’s make a difference together!

Quick facts :

A team of 6 international

Awesome office on

Already 40+ top experts and

innovators

Avenue Louise, Brussels

1500+ students
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